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1. Introduction 
Let us call a space X a ParoviEenko space if 
(i) X is a compact zero-dimensional space of r-weight c with no isolated points, 
(ii) every two disjoint open Fm’s have disjoint closures, and 
(iii) every non-empty Gb has non-empty interior. 
(Recall that a r-base for a space X is a collection of non-empty open subsets, 3, 
such that for each non-empty open U c X, U 1 B for some B E 93. The r-weight 
of a space is the minimum cardinality of a r-base). 
Perhaps the best known example of a ParoviEenko space is j3N\N (where /3X is 
the tech-Stone compactification of X and N is the discrete space of natural 
numbers). Also, X* (= pX\X) is a ParoviEenko space whenever X is a zero- 
dimensional, locally compact, o-compact space with weight c [7]. It has been shown 
that the continuum hypothesis (abbreviated CH and GCH is the generalized con- 
tinuum hypothesis) _is equivalent to the statement hat all ParoviEenko spaces of 
weight c are homeomorphic ([2], [SJ). 
The absolute (see [17]) of a regular space X is the unique (up to homeomorphism) 
extremally disconnected space, EX, which can be mapped by a perfect irreducible 
map onto X. Spaces X and Y are called co-absolute if EX is homeomorphic to 
EY. In [16], R.G. Woods showed the following result. 
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1.1. Theorem. CH implies that X* is co-absolute with N* for each locally compact, 
u-compact X with weight c. 
This has been improved by Broverman and Weiss, [2] who showed 
1.2. Theorem. CH implies that every ParoviEenko space is co-absolute with N*. 
However the CH assumption cannot be removed completely in either result. 
Indeed, from the assumption of MA+ lCH, (MA is Martin’s Axiom, see [lo]), it 
can be shown that (w X 2”1)* is not co-absolute with N*. This follows by a result 
in [5] where it is shown that (w X 2w~)* is covered by nowhere dense G,,-sets. It is 
fairly well-known that MA+iCH implies that there are no non-empty nowhere 
dense G,,-subsets of N*. 
Partial converses to 1.2 have been obtained, first by Broverman and Weiss and 
very recently improved by Van Mill and Williams. 
1.3. Theorem [ 111. If every ParoviEenko space (even of weight c) is co-absolute with 
N* then c < 2”1. 
(Broverman and Weiss [2] had that c < 2<‘). 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that the converse to each of 1.1, 1.2 
and 1.3 is false. In so doing we shall also prove 
1.4. Theorem. If the cofinality of c (abbreviated cf(c)) is w1 then all ParoviEenko 
spaces are co-absolute. 
We do not know if the converse to 1.4 is true but in Section 4 we obtain an 
equivalence of ‘all Parovicenko spaces are co-absolute’ in terms of the non-existence 
of certain trees. 
Let X be a topological space with no isolated points. The Nocdk number of X, 
n(X), is the minimum cardinality of a family of nowhere dense sets covering X. The 
Novak number of N* is studied in detail by Balcar, Pelant and Simon in [l]. This 
paper has benefitted greatly by their results. In [ll], the weak Novak number of 
X, wn(X), is introduced and is defined to be the minimum cardinality of a family 
of nowhere dense sets whose union is dense. For a ParoviEenko space X, it turns 
out that wn(X) is equal to the cardinal invariant K(X) introduced in [l]. 
The two cardinal invariants, wn(X) and n(X), seem to be the only ‘topological’ 
tools available for distinguishing the absolutes of ParoviEenko spaces. In Section 3 
we show that all ParoviEenko spaces with weak Novak number w1 are co-absolute. 
In the final section we give an example to show that this result will not generalize 
to all Parovicenko space with weak Novak number w2. 
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2. Preliminaries 
In this section we introduce some notation and tools which we shall require. Most 
of our notation and terminology is standard, in particular an ordinal is the set of 
its predecessors and a cardinal is an initial ordinal. We borrow an idea of Scott 
Williams which is to study Parovicenko space by investigating P-bases which, when 
ordered by reverse inclusion, form trees. The idea is also very similar to the concept 
of a base matrix introduced in [l] and studied extensively for N*. We shall find it 
very useful to restate the results of [l] in terms of trees and prove the easy 
generalizations from N* to arbitrary Parovicenko spaces. 
2.1. Definition. A partially ordered set (T, 0 is a free if for each t E T, {s E T: s < r} 
is well-ordered. For 1~ T, the order type of (s E T: s < r} is denoted o(t) and is 
called the order of t The crth level of T, T,, is defined as {TV T: o(t) = a}. The 
heighr of T, hr( T), is defined to be min{a : T, = 0). For convenience we shall require 
that if f # r’ E T with o(r) a limit ordinal then {s E T: s < r} f {s E T: s < r’}. T is 
said to be a-branching if for each r E T, [{s E T: s > r A o(s) = o(r) + l}[ = Q. For a 
cardinal A, T is A-complere if each chain of cardinality A has a supremum in T. For 
an ordinal K and a set S, (‘“S, <) is the tree obtained by ordering <“S = U_<, “S by 
extension. As is usual, for an element r E ‘“S and s E S, r 1(s) denotes the extension 
of r which takes the value s at o(r). Similarly for a tree T and r E T, if (Y E o(r) then 
II, denotes the element r’< r such that o(r’) = LY. A subrree of T is a subset T’c T 
such that for rE T’, (s E T: s< r)C T’. 
The next result is due to Scott Williams and shows clearly the reason for our 
interest in trees. It is proved in [15] in the language of posets, 
2.2. Theorem. Every Parovic’enko space has a r-base of regular open sets which, 
when ordered by reverse inclusion, form an w-complete tree with heighr and cardinaliry 
at mosr c. We may also insist rhar at non-limit levels the sets are clopen. 
Proof. Let X be a ParoviEenko space with a-base 93 = {BP: p E c} of clopen sets. 
We shall choose a T-base for X indexed by a sub-tree of <‘c. Let [O] = X and TO = (0) 
where 0 E <‘c is the empty function. Suppose that a < c and for y < a we have 
recursively chosen sub-trees T, of <‘c and, for r E T,, corresponding regular open 
subsets, [r], of X exactly as we shall define T, and [r] for rc T,\(U,<= T,). 
Case 1: a! a limit. Let T, =Uyca T,.u{rE”c: r/YET, for each y<cu and 
int f-7,<, &[r~,.l f 0). For r E T,\(U,.,, T,) let [rl= int f-L &[f~J. 
Case 2: LY = y+ 1. Take K C c and let {ts: .$ < K} be a faithful indexing of 
T&J,<, Ts). Recursively, for each p < c such that I{.$< K: BP n[tJ#0}[ = c, 
choose a & < K not already chosen with BP n [ts,] f 0. Observe that each non-empty 
open subset of X contains cellular families of clopen sets of size c since non-empty 
Gb’s have non-empty interior. So for each 5 < K, we may choose a maximal cellular 
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family of size c of clopen subsets of [rE] such that both the following conditions are 
fulfilled. First, if 4 = & for some p < c then some member of this family is contained 
in BP n[&] and secondly, if B,n[r,]#O then some member is contained in this 
intersection. Label this family by {[ri^(S)]: 6 E c}. 
Now for some limit ordinal K s c, our induction stops for the reason that for each 
TV Mc with fl, E T, for y < K, int nyCr cl[fj y] = 0. For suppose otherwise, that is, for 
some t E ‘c, int l-l,<, cl[fl~~]#0. However, if y-cc with By~nmCc [f/a], then at 
stage LY = y+ 1, we ensured that, for some SE c, [fly ~S)]C B,n [fly]. Therefore it 
cannot be the case that B, c: [f\,,+J. Let T = l-la<, T,. It is clear that T is w-complete 
because X is a Parovicenko space and we used clopen sets at non-limits. 
To show that {[r]: f E T} is a r-base for X it suffices to show that, for each y < c, 
there is a t E T with [r]c B, (Note that it may be the case that K < c, hence we 
cannot simply claim that B, is refined at stage y+ 1). Let y < c and for f E T define 
g(f)=min{cr: f or all s E T, n {s: s > t}, [s] n B, = 4). 
Let a0 = min{g(f): [f]n B, # 4) and choose to so that [fo]n B, # ~5 and g(ro) = a,. 
Fact: for each f z to and 6 < a0 with [r] n B, # C#J and o(r) s 6 there is an s E Ts 
with f< s and [s]n B, # q5. Indeed, by the minimality of (Ye, for each such r, 
g(f) 2 g(fo) = a0 and the fact follows. 
Now, since int n{cl[f]: TV 6) = C#J for each maximal chain b of T, each clopen set 
meets at least two members of T, for some level (Y < K. We may therefore recursively 
choose, for n E w, antichains {ff: f E “2) of T so that, for each f E “2, B, n [fr] # 4, 
[fr] is clopen, to< +I, < rf for k < n and finally o($> = o(t,) for all g E “2. This last 
condition follows from the above Fact. Let (Y = sup{o($): f~ ‘“2) and let, for 
f~ “2, rr = sup{rfIm: n E w} E T,. Since non-empty Gs’s of X have non-empty interior, 
[rf]nB,#b forfEw2. 
The above result is proven for N* in the context of base matrices in [l]. For the 
remainder of the paper let us agree that a m-free for a space X is a P-base for X 
which forms a tree when ordered by reverse inclusion. For a space X possessing a
rrn-tree let K(X) be the minimum height of a vn-tree for X. It can be easily shown 
that for ParoviEenko spaces our definition of K(X) coincides with the definition 
given in [ 11. The next result is very similar to 1.7 of [15] but is expressed in different 
terminology. It is crucial to our main results so we include a proof for completeness. 
2.3. Theorem. For a ParoviEenko space X, w , s K(X) = wn(X) and Xhas a rn-free 
which is c-branching, w-complefe, has height K(X) and cfopen sets at non-limit levels. 
Proof. Since non-empty Gs’s of X have non-empty interior, it is immediate that 
w is less than both K(X) and wn(X). Let K = K(X) and choose a rn-tree, T, of 
height K. 
For each a < K, let 0, =clx{l_j{f: fe T,}\lJ{r: f~ Tm}. 
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Clearly each D, is nowhere dense. Let t E T and a > o(t) be such that {s E T: t < s 
and o(s) = a} is infinite. (The fact that there is such an a follows from the facts 
that there are no isolated points and T is a r-base). Since X is compact, clx t n D, Z 0. 
it follows that lJacc D, is dense as T is a r-base. Hence wn(X) G K(X). 
Conversely, suppose lJ,<, D, is dense in X with each D, nowhere dense. In the 
proof of 2.2 at stage (Y = y + 1 we now insist that each member of the chosen cellular 
family is disjoint from D, We claim then that our induction stops by stage K. Indeed, 
let t E Ic with tla E T for each a < K. Then clearly l-J,_ ~l,[t]y]nlJ~<~ D, =0, 
hence int nT<* cL[tl~l=O as LL, D, is dense. Therefore K(X)< wn(X). The 
construction of this rn-tree satisfies the above requirements. q 
There is a non-trivial relationship between wn( X) and n(X) whenever wn (X) < c 
for many spaces X possessing a rn-tree. It is clear that wn(X) < n(X) but the 
following result of Kulpa and Szymanski, restated here in terms of 7rn-trees, is 
non-trivial and useful. 
2.4. Theorem [9]. Let X be a space having a rn-tree, T, of height K and suppose, 
for each t E T, there is a cellular family, {t(e): .$ < K+} of non-empty open subsets of 
t, then n(X) C K+. 
Proof. For each 77 < K+, define D,, = X\U{t([): 7 < f < K+, t E T}. Clearly D, is 
closed. To see that it is nowhere dense, observe that, for each t E T and t> 7, 
t(t) c t and t(t) n D, = 0. Finally, let x E X. For each (Y <K there is at most one 
t,cT, andone&<~+withxEt_(&).Let ~=~uP(~~:cu<~}<~+.Sincex~t(~) 
for each t E T and r] c 8 < K+, x E D,. Therefore X = lJ,<*- D,. cl 
For a tree T, we shall call a maximal chain b < T, a long chain if o(b) = ht( T). 
The next result appears in [l] for the case X = N*. 
2.5. Lemma. For a ParoviEenko space X, wn(X) = n(X) iff X has a rrn-tree T of 
height wn(X) with no long chains. 
Proof. First suppose that wn(X) = n(X) = K and we have X = l-l,<, D, with each 
D, nowhere dense. As in 2.3, we can construct a ?m-tree T such that for (Y C K 
and t E T,+1, t n D, = 0. Now suppose b c T is a maximal chain. Since n{cl, t: t E 
b} # 0, it must meet D, for some cy < K. It follows that o(b) < K since b n T,,, must 
be empty. 
Conversely, let T be a rn-tree without long chains and ht( T) = K = wn(X>. For 
each Ly < K, let D, = cl(l_J{t: t E T,}\U{t: t E Ta}. Observe that X, = 
cl(X\cl(lJ{t: te T,}) is a space possessing a 7rn-tree (of course X, may be empty). 
From 2.4 we may choose nowhere dense sets {J?~,.: y< K} such that X, = 
lJ{E,,: y < K}. We claim that X =lJa<, {D,, u UyCr E,,}. For if this is not the 
case then there is an x E X such that for each (Y C K, x E t, for some t, E T,. However 
{t,:(Y<:K}isthenalongchainof T. Cl 
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It is well-known that for a compact space X, EX is homeomorphic to the Stone 
space of the boolean algebra of regular open subsets of X, RO(X) (see [17]). 
Therefore X and Y are co-absolute iff the boolean algebras RO(X) and RO( Y) 
are isomorphic. The following consequence of this and 2.2 was first observed by 
Williams [ 141. 
2.6. Theorem. Let X and Y be Parovicenko spaces. Then X and Y are co-absolute 
iff they possess isomorphic rn-trees. 
Finally let us record the following result. 
2.7. Lemma. For a compact space X, wn (X) = wn (EX) and n(X) = n (EX). 
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of the fact that there is a continuous 
irreducible map from EX to X. 0 
3. Main results 
The main result of this section is the proof of Theorem 1.4. We also present 
various models to show, for instance, that the converse of 1.3 is false and that all 
Parovirenko spaces of the form @X-X for a-compact, locally compact X may be 
co-absolute without all ParoviEenko spaces being co-absolute. 
3.1. Theorem. All ParoviEenko spaces with weak No&k number equal w, are 
co-absolute. 
Proof. Let X be a ParoviEenko space with wn(X) = wI. By 2.3, X has a Pn-tree T 
with ht( T) = w, and which is c-branching and w-complete. Therefore T is isomorphic 
to (“1~. By 2.6 the proof is complete. Cl 
The following corollary was first proven by Williams [15]. 
3.2. Corollary. For each w, S K =% c, (w x 2K)* is co-absolute with (w x 2’+)*. 
Proof. AS remarked in the introduction, (w x 2*)* is a ParoviEenko space for each 
~,~~~~.Forcr~~,,letD,={f~2~:f(~)=Ofora<~<~,}.ClearlyeachD,is 
nowhere dense and one can check that l_laGw, 0, is dense in 2”. For each a E pi, 
let 02 be the nowhere dense subset of (w X2*)* defined as clp~wxz~~(o x 0,) n 
(w X210*. If, for n E o, C,, is a basic clopen subset of 2”, then for some (Y E w,, 
0, n C, tt 0 for each n E o. Therefore 0: n ~l~(,~~*)[I_l,,~~ {n} x C,] # 0 and 
wn((w X 2”)*) = w,. 0 
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We remark that wn((w X 2”)*) = wt for K 3 w, also follows easily from results in 
[5]. The following result was proven for the case X = N* in [l]. 
3.3. Theorem. wI G wn(X) s cf( c) for each PuroviEenko space X. 
Proof. Let X be a Parovicenko space. It follows easily that the density of X is c 
by the facts that rrw(X) = c and that there are cellular families of size c of non-empty 
open sets. Let D = (6. . a < c} be a dense subset of X Let {A, : a < cf( c)} be a cofinal 
sequence in c. Take, for each a < cf(c), the nowhere dense set 0, =&id,: Y < A,}. 
Since DC Uaccftc) D,, wn(X) s cf(c). Cl 
3.4. Proof of the Theorem 1.4. By 3.3, if cf( c) = w, then all ParoviEenko spaces 
have weak Novak number w,. Hence all ParoviEenko spaces are co-absolute by 
3.1. c! 
We have as an immediate corollary that the converses to 1.1 and 1.2 are false. 
3.5. Corollary. It is consistent with 1CH that all ParoviEenko spaces are co-absolute. 
Proof. Let M be a model of ZFC+ 2” = K,,. 
The next two results also appear in [15]: 
3.6. Theorem. wn(X*) s wn(N*) f or each 1ocaLly compact cT-compact rero- 
dimensional space X. 
Proof. Let X =U{X”: n E N}, where the X,‘s are pairwise disjoint clopen com- 
pact subsets of X. Define f:X+ N by f(x) = n iff x E X,. Let /3_f = pX+ PN 
be the tech-stone extension and let g = @fix*. Observe that if UC X* is 
clopen, then g(U) c N* is clopen. This is because if U = C n X* for a clopen 
Cc PX, then g(U) =clpN{n: CnX,, # O}\N. Therefore, if DC N* is nowhere 
dense then g’(D) c X* is nowhere dense and if IJ{Dol: a < K} c N* 
is dense then IJ{g+(D,): (I < K}c Xx is dense. 0 
3.7. Corollary. If wn( N*) = ot , then all growths of a-compact locally compact 
zero-dimensional spaces of weight c are co-absolute. 
We just remark that the zero-dimensional assumption can be dropped. The 
following result is proven in [l] but we include our proof using the concept of 
wn(N*). Let A =inf{lB]: B c NN is unbounded} (J3 c NN is said to be unbounded if 
for each gE NN there is a bc B with ]{n: b(n)>g(n)}l =w). 
3.8. Theorem. wn (N*) d A. 
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Proof. Let B c “N, with ]BI c A, be unbounded. For each b E B, choose a maximal 
almost disjoint family 9pb c P(N) such that for A E J& I{n: b(n) >fA(n)}l < w (where 
f.:N+A is the order-preserving enumeration of A E P(N)). Let Db = 
N*\lJ{clp, A: A E ~4,) for b E B. Each Db is nowhere dense and it will suffice to 
show that lJ( Db: b E B) is dense in N*. Take A c N and define g E “N by g(n) = 
fA( n*), n E N. By the choice of B, there is a b E B with [{n: b(n) > g(n)}1 = w. Suppose 
that {Ai: i<k<w}c.& and that JA\Ui<kA;J=m<w. We may choose n>k+m 
with b(n) > g(n) and b(n) <f,,(n) for i < k. Now observe that, for each i < k, 
IAi n {j: j< b(n)11 < n by definition of fA, whereas IA n {j: j< b(n)}] 3 n*, since 
b(n)afA(n2). The fact that n2>n.(k+m)>IUic~Ain{j: j<b(n)}I+m contra- 
dicts that IA\Ui<k Aif = m. Therefore A is not almost contained in a finite union 
from .&, so clBN A n Db # 0. 0 
The remaining results of this section require some basic forcing constructions 
and, with perhaps the exception of 3.11 which is proven in [l], all of our constructions 
are well-known and straightforward. For this reason we will not include any proofs 
of the familiar properties of the models so constructed. We refer the reader to 
Kunen’s book [lo] for background and proofs. 
Let M be a countable model of GCH. Take PO, P, and Pz to be the following 
pose& defined in M. 
a) PO is the poset constructed in VIII.6 of [K] to yield the consistency of 
MA+2”=2”1=w,. 
For a cardinal K, Fn(1, J, K) ={p: IpI < K A p is a function from 1 into J} with p c q 
iff qcp. 
b) Let Pi = F,,(w3, 2, w,) and P2 = F,(w,, 2, w). 
Let Go, Gi and G2 be generic filters of PO, P, and P2 respectively such that 
G,x G, x G2 is a generic filter of the product PoXPi XP2 (see VIII.1.4 of [lo]). 
We remind the reader that if G is a generic filter of a poset P of M then M[G] is 
the unique smallest model of ZFC containing M and {G}. If cp is a statement hen 
M[G]tcp means that rp is valid in M[GJ. 
3.9. Lemma. M[G,]k MA+2”’ = 2”1= w2+ 2” = K+ for K > w1 (V1II.g of [lo]). 
3.10. Lemma. M[G2]i= 2” = 2”1= w2 and A = w, where A is as in 3.8 (this is essen- 
tially VIII.2.3 and VIII.2.6 of [lo]). 
3.11. Lemma. Let ie{O, 2) and let X be a ParoviCenko space of M[Gi] having a 
m-tree isomorphic to <0202n M[G,]. Then, in M[Gi][G,], n(X) = ~3, 2”’ < 2”* and 
P(N) is unchanged, from M[Gi] to M[Gi][G,]. 
3.12. Theorem. It is consistent that (u x2-1)* is not co-absolute with N* and 
2” < 29. 
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Proof. A well-known consequence of MA+lCH, Booth’s theorem, is that non- 
empty G,,-sets in N* have non-empty interior. It follows easily that M[G,]+ N* 
has a rn-tree isomorphic to <We wznM[Go].Hence,by3.11,M[GoxG,]~n(N*)= 
w3. Therefore, by 2.4, wn(N*) > w, whereas wn((w x 2”1)*) = 0,. 0 
3.13. Theorem. It is consisrent that 2” < 2”1, wn(N*) = w, and not all ParoviEenko 
spaces are co-absolute. 
Proof. It is proved in [l l] (or see 4.1) that if 2” = 2”~ then there is a ParoviEenko 
space with non-empty G,,-sets having non-empty interior. It follows then from 2.2, 
that if 2” = 2”1= wz then there is a ParoviEenko space, X, with a rn-tree isomorphic 
to <‘“zwz. In particular there is such an X in M[G,] by 3.10. Therefore in M[GJ[G,] 
there is a ParoviEenko space X with n(X) = w3 and, as above, wn(X) > wl. However 
A = w1 in M[GJ[G,], so wn(N*) = w1 by 3.8. Cl 
It has now been shown that the converse to 1.3 is false and that 3.7 cannot be 
strengthened to include all Parovifenko spaces even with the assumption of 2” < 2”1. 
4. Parovirenko trees 
The original purpose of this section was to show that the converse to 1.4 was 
false. We have been unable to do that but an equivalence of “all ParoviEenko spaces 
are co-absolute” has been found in terms of the existence of certain trees. The main 
idea is the converse to 2.2. The next two results were inspired by the construction 
in [ll]. 
4.1. Theorem. Zf T is an o-complere branching tree of cardinality c with hr( T) s c, 
then there is a ParoviEenko space X(T) having a nn-tree isomorphic to T. 
The only difficulty, of course, is to satisfy condition (ii) of the definition of a 
ParoviEenko space. Before proving 4.1 we shall first prove a lemma. If f is a 
continuous map from X onto Y and T is a tree of regular open subsets of Y, then 
f’: T+RO(X) will denote the map defined as follows: for t E T, o(t) not a limit, 
f’(r)=f’(t) and for o(t) alimit,f’(t)=intn,<,,,,clf’(t~a). 
4.2. Lemma. Let X be a compacr zero-dimensional space of r-weight c having a 
?m-tree T wirh clopen sets at non-limit levels. There is a ParoviEenko space P(X), a 
map cpx: P(X) + Xand a w-complete rn-tree T’ for P(X) such that cp:( T) is a subtree 
ofT’andfort’ET’\TrhereisatET,(=w-complerionofTinT’) withl{sET’: I<s< 
r’}j = w. 
Proof. Let X,=X. We define an inverse limit system (x,, fapr 0,) as follows. If 
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LY = y+ 1, let X, = (w XX,)*. The projection map IZ: w XX, + X, extends to the 
map Zi’*: X, +X,. For p =G y, define fup =f+~f7* (where f,, = idx,). If a is a limit, 
let 
Y, =lim{X,: /3<cy} - 
and define X, = (w x Ym)*, II,*:X, + Y, and {f=,: p s a} as above. 
Let 
P(X) =x,, =lim{X,: Ly E WI} 
and 
9, = fw,o = lim{ f=,: 0 < (Y < w,}. - 
Recall that P(X) has a base of clopen sets of the form fZ,,[C] where o! E wI and 
C is a clopen subset of X,. Since cf(w,) = w1 > w and each X, for (Y > 0 is a 
ParoviEenko space, P(X) is a Parovicenko space. For convenience, if given, {r/,: n E 
o}, subsets of X,, for YE wl, when we write (l-l,,,, {n}x U,)* we will mean the 
following subset of Xv+,: 
ClP( WXX,) ( U {nlx un) n&+1. IlEW 
Fact 1: wn(P(X)) = w,. 
Proof. Take cy E w1 and let {C,: n E w} be pairwise disjoint clopen subsets of X,. 
By definition of fa+l,a, if C =[l_l,,, {n}~ C,]* then fe+l,n[C] is a nowhere dense 
subset of X, because fa+l,n [C]c iJC,\lJC’,. It follows that Xo+i, and also P(X), 
has a r-base of clopen sets which map to nowhere dense subsets of X,. For each 
(Y E w,, let Da be the complement in P(X) of the union of a maximal cellular family 
of clopen sets which map to nowhere dense subsets of X,. Clearly Ull.+ D, is 
dense in P(X). 
Let us define T’. Take K to be the ordinal ht( T) + wl. We may suppose that T 
is isomorphic to a sub-tree T, of <*c and that for each r E T,, I{a E c: t*(a) & T,}( = c. 
For convenience, let us suppose that T = TI and for t E T, [r] denotes the correspond- 
ing subset of X. For r~ T, o(r) not a limit, define 7 to be the clopen set of P(X), 
rp;([r]). For r E T, o(r) a limit, define f = int n{&: a < o(r), a not a limit}. It is 
clear that (5: r E T} ordered by reverse inclusion is isomorphic to T and that for 
re T, iz0. 
Now, if r E T, then (5: s is a successor of r in T} is a cellular family of clopen 
subsets of i which is maximal iff it is finite. To see this observe that if {[s,,]: R E w} 
are pairwise disjoint clopen subsets of [r] then C = (I_),,,, {n}x[s,,])* is a clopen 
subset of Xi and fi.o(C)n[s]=O for each s> r, SE T. If rE T, and (5: SE TA s a 
successor of r} is not maximal in i then we extend it to a maximal cellular family 
of size c of clopen subsets of T labelled {t^(a): Q E c} so as to agree on T. By Fact 1 
- 
and 2.3, for each r E T, and (Y E c with r ^ (cr)& T, but with r (a) defined, we may 
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choose a nn-tree for t.(a) isomorphic to “‘+c and label these sets {t ta>“g: g E ‘“lc} 
preserving the tree isomorphism. Let T’ = T, u {t Tcr) *g: t E T, t *(a> GZ T, t ^ (a) 
defined, and g E <‘“lc}. Clearly T’ satisfies the prescribed tree condition. It remains 
only to check that {i’: ?’ E T’} is a n-base for P(X). 
Facr2: If 6 E <<c is a maximal chain of T and int n{w: a E o(b)} # 0 then b E T,. 
Proof. Assume that be’ T, and therefore that cf(o(b)) # 6.1. Let YE wI be the 
minimum ordinal such that for some clopen set C c X,, f:,,,(C) c b 1 a for each 
LY E o(b). Since T is a rr-base for X, y> 0. By the construction of X,, there are 
yn < y and clopen subsets C, of X,.” with C = (l-l”,, {n} X gc.y.(C”))* (where we 
assume y,, + 1 = y for each n and g,,” is identity on X,., if y is a successor). Observe 
that for all but finitely many n E w, C,, c fG,,.c, ([b 1 ,I) for each (Y E o(b) for otherwise 
Cg&([br a]) for some (Y E o(b) since cf(o(b)) f w. However this contradicts the 
minimality of y since for some n, fz,.,,(C,) c f&,,,([bl ,I) =br, for each a E o(b). 
Now suppose B c P(X) is a non-empty clopen set. If we find a t’ E T’\T with 
B n i’ # 0 then for some s E T’, SC B as T’ contains a rn-tree for 7’. Take b E *c, 
maximal with respect to br a E T for each LY E o(b) and B c b: By Fact 2, b E T, 
Let S,, = b and choose recursively for n E w, if possible, Sri+++ E T with S,, < Sncl, 
BnS,+, # 0 and B n &\$,+, # 0. 
Case 1: We have S, but cannot choose S”+r. By Fact 2, there is an SE T, with 
S~~S,nB~0andfortETwithS<t,inS;,nB=0.ItfollowsthatthereisanaEc 
with S-((Y)E T’\T and s^(a)nB#0. 
Case 2: We have chosen S, for n E w. Let supIS,: n E w}= s, E T, and a = o(s,). 
For each n E w, choose t, E T so that S,, < r,, [t,]n [&+J = 0, and 7, n B # 0. Let 
&=f:,,,((Un.o {n)~[bl)*). 
Clearly B. c s, for each n E w and so B. c f,,,. Also, since f,,,o( B) n [L] # 0 for 
each n, Bon B # 0. Finally, if s > s,, SET, then (~x[s])nU({n}x[r,])=O and 
therefore 9 n B. = 0. Hence, for some (Y E c, s, ^ (a) n B. n B # 0 with s, ^ (a) E T’\ T 
and we are done. Cl 
Proof of 4.1. Let T be an o-complete branching tree of height and cardinality at 
most c. The cardinality of T is c because it is branching and w-complete. We may 
assume that T is c-branching because it obviously is at limits of cofinality w. Let 
K = ht( T) and assume that T is a full branching subtree of <I (c X c). Observe that if 
te T and SE <,I( c X c) then t ^ s E T. Fix an indexing { ?, : CY E c} of T. 
Let Xo=(wX2wl)*, a,,=O, and choose a mn-tree for X, isomorphic to 
<,I( c X (0)) = T,, with elements on non-limit levels beingclopen sets. It should cause no 
confusion if we think of elements of the trees we shall be defining as being both elements 
of’” (c X c) and as clopen subsets of the spaces we define. Suppose Q E c and for y < a 
we have chosen an element a, E c and defined an inverse limit {X,: f,+} of 
ParoviEenko spaces with rrn-trees T, such that: 
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(i) T, is a full branching w-complete sub-tree of ‘K(c~{a,: 6 d y}). 
(ii) T, is a subtree of T and if S < y, the xn-tree Ts pulls back into the rn-tree 
T, by fY,6 as a sub-tree and 
(iii) if y = S + 1 and 5, <c is the smallest ordinal such that feYIn E T, for each 
n < o( f6,) and tf, & T6 then ts, E T, 
Let us construct X,, T, and f__ 
Case 1: cf LY > w. Let X, =lim{X,:y<a},T,=U,,,T,,f,,=lim{fp,:y<p<a} 
and a, E c\{u~: 6 < a}. X, is a Parovicenko space since cf(a) > w and (i)-(iii) are 
obvious. 
Case 2: (Y = y + 1. Choose &, E c as in (iii) and take a, E ~\{a,: 6 < (Y} so that range 
(t,,)cA, ={~a: 6 s a}. If o( t& is a successor, let X, = P(X,), f=, = P,~ and label 
T’ obtained in 4.2 as a subtree of <z (c X A,) so as to be full-branching and extend 
T, Obviously tea E T, and T, c T because t ^s E T for each t E T and s E <,I( c X c) 
and of the property of T’. 
If o(t,J is not a successor then cf(o(t(J) > w since T, is w-complete. Choose 
arbitrarily a point x g X, and let X = X,u{x} where x is isolated. We define a 
7rn-tree S, = T, u {tr,} for X by simply adding x to all elements of T, which are 
less than t<_ and letting tee, correspond to {x}. Let X, = P(X) from 4.2 and T, u{t6J 
embeds naturally into T, = T’ c cK( c X AY). Properties (i)-(iii) follow easily from the 
construction of P(X). 
Case 3: cf( cz) = w. In this case let X = l&(X,: y < a}, S = iJyca T, and take a, E 
~\{a,: y< LY} arbitrarily. For y< (Y let g, =lit_n{ fpv: y <p < a} and observe that 
the rrn-tree T, pulls back naturally as a sub-tree of the rrn-tree S for X. Let 
X, = P(X) and label T’ from 4.2 as a full-branching subtree of <*(c X {a,: Y s a}) 
so as to extend S and call this tree T,. Obviously, we let fa.y = g,,,oqr, for each 
y -C ti and (i) to (iii) hold. 
Finally let X(T) =u{X,: a < c}. It is clear that T = IJa.(= T, and that T is a 
Pn-tree for X(T). X(T) is a Parovicenko space because cf (c) > w and each X, is 
a ParoviEenko space. 0 
It is now obvious that the investigation of co-absolutes of Parovicenko spaces 
should switch to an investigation of trees. 
4.3. Definition. Let K be a cardinal. A tree T is K-dense if for any collection, &, 
of maximal antichains of T with (sP( g K, IJd is not dense in the tree {tc T: t > s} 
for any s E T. (D c T is dense if for each t E T there is a d E D with d > t). Call T 
weakly K-dense if U& is not dense in T. 
4.4. Lemma. Let X be a Parovic’enko space and let T be a m-tree for X. Then 
wn(x) = min{rc: T is not weakly K-dense}. 
Proof. It is clear that both cardinals, wn(X) and min{rc: T is not weakly K-dense}, 
are equal to min{K: there are K open dense subsets of X whose intersection has 
empty interior}. 
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We have the following characterization as an easy consequence of our previous 
results. 
4.5. Theorem. All ParoviEenko spaces are co-absolute iff there is no branching 
w-complete tree of cardinality c which is w, -dense. 
Proof. First assume that not all ParoviEenko spaces are co-absolute. By 3.1, there- 
fore, there is a Parovicenko space X with wn(X) > w, without loss of generality, 
wn( U) > w, for each regular open subset U of X Now by 2.3 and 4.4, there is a 
branching w-complete tree of cardinality c which is w-dense. Conversely if T’ is 
such a tree, then apply 4.1 and 4.4 to obtain a Parovicenko space X with wn(X) > w,. 
Compare with the remark after Corollary 3.2. 
4.6. Corollary. cf (c) = o, implies there is no branching w-complete tree or cardinality 
c which is w, -dense. 
4.7. Remark. One would like to determine if the converse to 4.6 is true. It has 
been shown that if it is consistent that there is an inaccessible cardinal then it is 
consistent that there is no branching w-dense tree of cardinality w, (independently 
by Davies [3] and Todorcevic [13]). 
5. More on wn(X) 
In this section we will show that the result in 3.1 will not generalize to w2 (at 
least, assuming a large cardinal exists). One might expect that if X and Y are 
ParoviEenko spaces satisfying wn( U) = w2 for each regular open subset C.J of X u Y, 
then X and Y should be co-absolute. However, as we shall see, this need not be 
the case. 
To minimize the amount of work, we have chosen to use a model and a tree 
already in the literature. A combinatorial principle, 0, which holds in the construct- 
ible universe, is the following: there is a collection {C,: LY < w2, a a limit} such that 
for every limit a < w2, 
(i) C, is a closed unbounded subset of (Y ; 
(ii) if cf (Y = w, then C, is countable; and 
(iii) if y is a limit point of C,, then C, = C, n y. 
It has been shown, assuming large cardinals, that there is a model in which III fails 
(see [8], p. 585). For the remainder of this section we shall assume that M is a 
model of 2” = 2’9 = w2 and 0 fails in M. 
Define a tree T’ as follows. The underlying set for T’ is {{C,: cy < y}: where 
y < u2 is a limit ordinal, and the set {C,: a < y} satisfies (i)-(iii) of q }. The ordering 
onT’is{C,:(Y<y}~{Ch:a<y’}ify~y’and,for(Y<y,C,=Cb.NowletTcT’ 
be the set of all PE T’ such that p has a successor, with the same ordering. The 
tree, T, is defined in [8], p. 255. 
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It is shown in [8] that T is w-closed and w,-dense. Indeed, it is very straightforward 
that T is w-closed. To show that T is w,-dense, let {A,: a E w,} be maximal antichains 
of T. Let F’,,E T be arbitrary. Define recursively P, E T, for (Y E wl, as follows. 
Suppose we have chosen { Pp: p < a} c T, an increasing chain satisfying: Pptl is 
greater than some element of A, and for each limit ordinal 5 < (Y, if y* = sup(y: there 
is a C, E U{Pp: j3 < (}}, then there is a Cy, E P6 satisfying C,, n yp = C,, for each 
limit p < 5. It is obvious how to define P,. If cr = p + 1, then choose P, > Pp so that 
P,, is greater than some element of the maximal antichain A,. If (Y is a limit, let 
ya =sup(y: there is a C, E lJ{PB: p < cr}}. Now define C’?_ so that it is closed 
unbounded in y_ and so that C,.= n yp = C,, for each limit /3 < a. 
Let y = sup( ya : a E w ,} and define C, = U{ C,._ : a E w,}. It follows by the definition 
of the C’s that C, is a closed unbounded subset of y. Also, if 6 E y is a limit of 
C,, then for some a E wI, S is a limit of C,,. Therefore C, n 6 = C,_ n 6 = C,, where 
C, E P,,. Therefore P = UrnEm, P, E T’ and Pu {C,} E T’ is a successor of P, hence 
PE T. It follows that T is w,-dense. 
Clearly T is a branching w-complete w,-dense tree of height and cardinality 
c=2”1= w2. Since Cl fails in M, T has no long branches (= w,-branches). In contrast, 
let S be the complete binary tree of height w2. It is evident that T cannot be 
embedded densely in S. 
Now, as in 4.1, let X = X(S) and Y =X( T). It is easily seen that X and Y do 
not have isomorphic rrn-trees and so are not co-absolute. In fact, since S is w,-closed, 
non-empty intersections of descending chains of at most wI clopen subsets of X 
have non-empty interior. Therefore X cannot be covered by w, nowhere dense 
sets. In contrast, by 2.5 the Novak number of Y, n(Y), is wz. However since both 
S and T are w,-dense, wn( U) = w2 for any regular open UC X u Y. 
Remark. An example of the phenomenon large 
cardinals taken to be PN\N answering 
there is an example of two non-co-absolute ParoviEenko spaces with the same weak 
number Novak number. these constructions 
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